**Summary**

**The topic of the graduate work:** Improvement of the Anti-corrup Programme at the Municipal Level (based on the materials of Nadterechniy Municipal Distrit, the Chechen Republic)
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**Topicality:** Today the problem of corruption in Russian is perhaps the most critical. It is especially vivid at the local level, where citizens are directly confronted with corruption through the actions of the local authorities. This is manifested mainly in the form of malpractice, the facts of bribery, in the expenditure of municipal funds for other purposes, including private.

**The purpose:** a complex analysis of the anti-corruption programme at the municipal level, identification of emerging theoretical and practical problems, elaboration of the most effective measures to solve them.

**Aims:**
- to consider the concept, characteristics and types of corruption at the municipal level;
- to examine the legal framework of the anti-corruption programme at the municipal level;
- to explore the system of measures to fight corruption at the municipal level;
- to analyze the coordination activities aiming at fighting corruption in Nadterechniy municipal district, Chechen Republic;
- to define the major characteristics of the system of measures aiming at fighting corruption in Nadterechniy municipal district, Chechen Republic;
- to analyze the problems and ways to improve the activity of the anti-corruption programme at the municipal level.
Theoretical and practical significance: conclusions, findings and suggestions concerning improvement of the anti-corruption programme at the municipal level, can be used to further scientific development of the designated problem.

The results of the research and recommendations:

In order to prevent corruption and the spread of organized crime in individual organs and among local government officials several amendments to the Federal Law of October 6, 2003 № 131-FZ "On general principles of organization of local government in the Russian Federation" must be introduced. These amendments include limiting the period of the election of heads of municipalities and appointment of heads of local administrations no more than for two consecutive terms, especially in those municipalities where the statutes of municipalities provided a five-year term of their election or appointment under the contract.

Law enforcement agencies must make better use of the Federal Law "On operative-investigative activities", which allows to enter into contracts for the receipt of confidential information in local governments (except MPs), in order to prevent corruption and splicing officials and local authorities with organized crime groups.